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Let T be a (nonlinear) mapping from the real reflexive Banach 
space X into its conjugate space X*. We investigate the solvability 
of the functional equation Tu — 0 in a given open bounded subset 0 
of X. If the mapping T is coercive, existence theorems have been 
derived for T belonging to various classes of nonlinear mappings of 
monotone type. We consider here the situation where the mapping 
T = A0 is (in an appropriate sense) homotopic to an odd operator A\. 
Taking the whole set À of finite-dimensional subspaces of X rather 
than an injective approximation scheme, we do not assume the 
separability of the space X. We further work with only mild con
tinuity assumptions on the mappings involved and do not suppose 
their boundedness. Using an approximation of a maximal monotone 
mapping by single-valued, everywhere defined maximal monotone 
operators due to Brézis-Crandall-Pazy [3], we are able to derive 
results based on homotopy arguments also for multi-valued, not 
everywhere defined mappings. We then apply our results to asymp
totically homogeneous mappings and obtain some kind of Fredholm 
alternative for the existence of solutions of the equation Tu=f. A 
Fredholm alternative for nonlinear equations of Hammerstein type 
is finally stated. Our theorems extend results by Browder [S], 
[ó], [7], Browder-Petryshyn [ l0] , Figueiredo-Gupta [ l l ] , Necas 
[15] and others. We note that we assume for the homotopy A (u, t) :X 
X [0, l]—>X* that it is continuous in t, uniformly with respect to u 
in bounded sets. A homotopy argument which weakens this assump
tion (but demands the continuity of the mappings) is given by the 
writer in [13]. 

Before stating our main results, we put together some notations 
and definitions we employ. If X is a real Banach space, X* its con
jugate space, (v, u) denotes the duality pairing between vÇiX* 
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and ^ G J . A subset G of the product space XXX* is monotone, if 
(vi—z/2, «i — w 2 )^0 for all [«i, z>i]EG, [W2, ^ J G G . A monotone set is 
said to be maximal monotone, if it is not properly contained in any 
other monotone set. For a mapping T of X into the set 2X* of all 
subsets of X*, the effective domain D(T) is given by D{T) 
= { w £ X : 7 ^ 0 } . The g m ^ G( r ) of T is then the subset of XXX* 
given by G(T)={ [u, v]£XXX*:u<ED(T), vGTu}. T is said to be 
monotone if its graph G(T) is a monotone set, and maximal monotone 
if G(T) is maximal monotone. We say that T:X-^2X* is odd if 
[ — #, — v]ÇzG(T) provided [u, v](EG(T), and ^-homogeneous (£>0), 
if [«, t i ]GG(r) implies that [tu, txv]ÇzG(T) for / > 0 . Further a (single-
valued) mapping T oî X into JY"* is demicontinuous, if it is continuous 
from the strong topology on X to the weak topology on X*. An 
operator T:X—>X* has property (S)+ if each sequence {un} C.X con
verging weakly to some element u such that lim sup(7#„, un — u) ^ 0 
possesses a subsequence {un,c} converging strongly to u. Mappings 
with property (S)+ have been introduced by Browder [4] in the study 
of nonlinear eigenvalue problems, and have been of great importance 
in any kind of homotopy consideration since. We finally say that a 
mapping T:X-^2X* is quasi-bounded [9] if for each M>0 there exists 
K(M) > 0 such that ||w|| SM and (vy u)^M\\u\\ for vGTu imply that 
||fl|| ^K(M). I t is proved in [9] that for example monotone operators 
having 0 as an interior point of their domain are quasi-bounded. 

THEOREM 1. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and 0 an open 
bounded subset of X containing 0 and symmetric about the origin. Let 
Atu = A(u, t) be a mapping of XX [0, l ] into X* having the f oil owing 
properties : 

(i) for each fixed t, At is a demicontinuous mapping with property 
(S)+; 

(ii) Atu is continuous in t, uniformly f or u in the closure cl(12) of 0 
in X; 

(iii) Ai is odd. 
Suppose that Atu^0 for all u in the boundary bdry(O) of Ü and all 

/ £ [0, 1 ]. Then the equation A 0u = 0 has a solution u0 in 12. 

Theorem 1 follows by the classical Borsuk-Ulam theorem [2], [14], 
the invariance of the Brouwer degree under suitable homotopies, and 
arguments which have become standard in the theory of mappings 
of monotone type from 

LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists a .F£A 
such that for all F 'ÇA with F'Z^F, all uF'E:bdry(Ql)r^F/ and all 
/£[ (>, 1 ] , At,F'UP>9*0. 
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Here we denote by At,F.F—>F* the approximant of At defined by 
At,F—JF^tJFi where JF is the injection mapping of F into X. Under 
the additional restriction that the mappings A t are bounded (i.e. map 
bounded sets onto bounded sets), Lemma 1 has been obtained by 
Necas [lS]. We briefly sketch the 

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Because of the uniform continuity of Atu in t 
with respect to u Gel(12), it suffices to show that for each fixed 
£oG[0, l ] there exist € > 0 and FGA such that ||.4*0fiP'WF'|| à e for all 
7?'GA, F'Z)F, and all uF> £zbdry(Q) r\F'. We assume, on the contrary, 
that the set 

V€tF = {u,.: F' G A, F' D F, uF> G bdry(Û) O F', \\Ah,F,uF>\\ < e} 

is nonempty for each € > 0 and each F&A. For fixed FGA, the family 
{Vyn,F}n=i n a s the finite intersection property. Therefore, by the 
boundedness of 0 and the reflexivity of the space X, WF 
= n*«i {weak cl Vi/n,F} is nonempty. The family { WF } FGA has again 
the property of finite intersections; consequently there exists 
^oGflFeA WF. For an arbitrary element « ; £ ! , we choose F0~Z) {u0, w}. 
By a diagonalization process, we can find a sequence {un} converging 
weakly to u0, with unÇzbdry(ti)r\Fn, T^nGA, FnD^o, such that 
||^4*0,Fnwn|| < l / w . Hence limWH>00 (A tQ^m Un U o)=0, and property 
(S)+ of the mapping Ato guarantees the existence of a subsequence of 
{un} converging strongly to u0. We infer that w0Gbdry(12), and that 
(AtoUo, Uo — w)=0. This last relation being true for all w G I , we 
obtain AtoUo = 0, in contradiction to the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
Q.E.D. 

We now pass to existence theorems for mappings of the form 
T+A, where T:X—*2X* is maximal monotone, and where A satisfies 
condition (S)+. Our main result is 

THEOREM 2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, Œ an open 
bounded subset of X containing 0 and symmetric about 0. Let T:X-^2X* 
denote an odd maximal monotone mapping with 0CED(T), and let finally 
Atu — A(ut t):XX [0, l]—>X* be a mapping with the following prop
erties : 

(i) for each fixed t, At is a demicontinuous, quasi-bounded mapping 
satisfying condition (S)+ ; 

(ii) A tu is continuous in t, uniformly for u Gcl(fl) ; 
(iii) A i is odd. 

Let 0£(T+At)ufor all uEbdry(tt)r\D(T) and all /G[0 , l ] . Then 
there exists w0G& with 0CE(T+AQ)U0. 

By a result of Asplund [ l ] we may assume without loss of gen-
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erality that X and X* are strictly convex. The idea of proof of The
orem 2 is to reduce it to Theorem 1 by approximating T by odd 
bounded maximal monotone mappings T\ (X>0) which, under our 
assumptions on X and X*, are single-valued, and which are defined 
on the whole of X as follows: 

ï \ u = {v&X*: there exists xED(T) such th&tvETx, \v = J(u-x)}. 

Here J denotes the duality-mapping of X into X*: 

ju = {gG-*:(s,«) = yi i«i i ,y = iHi}. 
This approximation method is due to Brézis-Crandall-Pazy [3] and 
is improved and extended by Browder and the writer in [9]. The 
reduction to Theorem 1 is guaranteed by 

LEMMA 2. The hypotheses of Theorem 2 imply the existence of a con
stant Xo>0 such that (T\+At)u7*0 for all ^Gbdry(fi), /G [0, l ] and 
XG(0,X0). 

The proof of Lemma 2 is based on results on generalized pseudo-
monotone operators derived in [9]. We note that, for each fixed 
XG(0, Xo), the mapping T\-\-At then satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 1. Hence there exists #xGO with 0 = (7\+^4o)^x. By a 
limiting process X I 0, we obtain a solution of the given equation. 

We now apply Theorem 2 in order to get results of Fredholm alter
native type for asymptotically homogeneous operators. The following 
theorem allows interesting applications to boundary value problems 
for nonlinear elliptic equations with degenerate coefficients (for the 
linear case see [12]): 

THEOREM 3. Let T be an odd, ^-homogeneous maximal monotone 
mapping from the real reflexive space X into 2X*. Let further A :X--+X* 
be a quasi-bounded, demicontinuous, odd and ^-homogeneous mapping 
with property (S)+, and let N:X—>X* be bounded, demicontinuous, with 
lim||1l|u0O||iVrw||/||w||r = 0, and such that A+N has property (S)+. If 
0Cz(T+A)u implies that u = 0, then T+A+N has range X*. 

This theorem extends a corresponding result by Necas [15]. An
other application of Theorem 2, together with arguments derived in 
[8], gives the following Fredholm alternative for Hammerstein 
equations: 

THEOREM 4. Let the Banach space X be real and reflexive, T:X*-*2X 

maximal monotone, odd and (1 /%) -homogeneous (£>0), A :X-*X* odd, 
%-homogeneous with property (S)+, and N:X—>X* bounded, demi-
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continuous with limiui-** ||iVw||/||#||r = 0, and such that A+N has 
property (S)+. Assume in addition that A is uniformly continuous on 
bounded sets (and hence bounded). If OÇEu + TAu only f or u = 0, then 
the equation f Ç£u + T(A +N)u admits a solution for allfÇzX. 
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